It is shown that the following system of difference equations
Introduction
Recently there has been a great interest in studying nonlinear difference equations and systems not stemming from differential ones (see, e.g., [-] ). The old area of solving difference equations and systems has re-attracted recent attention (see, e.g., [-, , , -, -]). Recent Stević's idea of transforming complicated equations and systems into simpler solvable ones, used for the first time in explaining the solvability of the equation appearing in [] (an extension of the original result can be found in [] , see also [] ), was employed in several other papers (see, e.g., [, , , , , , , -, , ] and the related references therein). Another area of some recent interest, essentially initiated by Papaschinopoulos and Schinas, is studying symmetric and close to symmetric systems of difference equations (see, e.g., [, -, , , , , , , -]).
Stević also essentially triggered a systematic study of non-rational concrete difference equations and systems, from one side those obtained by using the translation operator (see, e.g., [] and also [] ) and from the other side those obtained by using max-type operators (see, e.g., [, , ]), see also the related references cited therein. We would like to point out that for the equations and systems in [-, ] only long-term behavior of their positive solutions are studied. For instance, the boundedness of positive solutions to the system
with min{a, p, q} > , was investigated in [] . System () is obviously obtained from the next product-type one
by acting with the max-type operator m a (t) = max{a, t} onto the right-hand sides of both equations in () (see also A system of difference equations of the form
where k ∈ N, is said to be solvable in closed form if its general solution can be found in terms of initial values z -i , w -i , i = , k, delay k and index n only.
Main result
The main result in this paper is proved in this section.
Proof Case b = . In this case system () becomes
Then, by using () with n → n -k into (), we get
From (), () and the method of induction we see that () holds for every k such that
By taking k = n - into () we get
for n ≥ . Now we have two subcases to consider. Subcase a = c. In this case from () we get
Using the next relation
in () we get
Subcase a = c. In this case from () we get
for n ≥ . Using () with a = c into (), we get
Case d = . In this case system () becomes
From the second equation in () we have that
Employing () into the first equation in (), we get
for n ≥ . Hence, by using (), we have
Assume that we have proved
Then, by using () with n → n -k into (), we get
for n ≥ k + . From (), () and the method of induction we see that () holds for every k such that  ≤ k ≤ n -.
By taking k = n - into () we get
for n ≥ . Now we have two subcases to consider. Subcase a = c. In this case from () we get
in () we get
Subcase a = c. In this case from () we get
for n ≥ . Using () into () we get
Case bd = . First note that from the first equation in (), for every well-defined solution, we have that , n ∈ N  , which can be written as
which is a fourth order product-type difference equation. Note also that
Then equation () can be written as
From () with n → n - we get
Employing () into () we get
for n ∈ N, where
From () with n → n - we get
for n ≥ . Employing () into () we get
for n ≥ , where
Assume that for some  ≤ k ≤ n, we have proved that
for n ≥ k -, and that
Then, by using the relation
for n ≥ k, where
This along with (), () and the method of induction shows that () and () hold for every  ≤ k ≤ n + . Hence, for k = n + , we have
From the recurrent relations () we easily obtain that the sequence (a k ) k≥ satisfies the difference equation Now, we show that these four sequences can be prolonged for some negative indices of use. This enables easier getting formulas for solutions to system ().
From () with k =  we get
Since bd = d  = , from the last equation in () we get a  = . Using this fact in the first three equalities in (), we get b  = c  = d  = . From this and by () with k = - we get
Since d  = , from the last equation in () we get a - = . Using this fact in other three equalities in (), we get
From this and by () with k = - we get 
respectively. Since difference equation () is solvable, it follows that closed form formulas for 
where α i , i = , , are arbitrary constants. Since for the case d  =  the solution can be prolonged for nonpositive indices, then we may assume that formula () holds also for n ≥ - (or n ≥ - if necessary).
In order to find, in this case, a general solution to system () in closed form, we will need the following known lemma. We give a proof of it for the completeness and benefit of the reader. 
